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1 Introduction

The pronounced divergence between headline and core inflation rates in response to the

substantial energy price hikes of the past few years has intensified debate over which

inflation measure is the more appropriate focus of policy. Some central banks, such as

the Bank of England and European Central Bank, focus on headline inflation both in

framing objectives, and as an operational guide to policy; while others appear relatively

more concerned with the behavior of core inflation, at least in describing the basis for

policy decisions.1

This paper uses a stylized optimization-based DSGE model to assess the implications

of alternative monetary policies in response to energy shocks, as well as to compare such

policies to the “optimal” policy that maximizes the utility of households. The model

economy is formulated to allow a distinction between core and headline inflation, as in

recent work by Blanchard and Gaĺı (2007).2 In particular, goods comprising the core

basket are produced by monopolistically-competitive retailers that set prices in staggered
1For example, the Bank of England has a target of 2% that is expressed in terms of headline in-

flation. It describes operational policy as adjusting interest rates so that its forecast of headline infla-

tion reverts to target within a reasonable time frame without inducing undue instability in real activity (see

http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/monetarypolicy/framework.htm). By contrast, the U.S. Federal Reserve has empha-

sized a measure of core inflation that excludes energy in guiding its operational decisions, even while acknowledging that

it may be sensible to express longer-run objectives in terms of headline inflation (for a very useful discussion, see Mishkin

(2007)).
2Leduc and Sill (2004) and Dhawan and Jeske (2007) analyzed the implications of alternative policy responses to oil

shocks in a DSGE setting with nominal rigidities, but did not consider the optimal policy using a utility-based welfare

metric.
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Calvo-style contracts, so that core prices are sticky. By contrast, energy prices are flexible,

and determined to equate the sum of household and firm demand to the available supply

(a stochastic endowment process). Because wages are sticky, shocks that depress energy

supply raise marginal cost even for a policy that keeps output at potential, pushing up

both core and headline price inflation; thus, monetary policy faces a stabilization tradeoff.

We derive a quadratic approximation to welfare following the seminal analysis of Rotem-

berg and Woodford (1997). As in the model of Erceg, Henderson, and Levin (2000), the

deviation of welfare from its Pareto-optimal level depends on the variance of price infla-

tion, wage inflation, and the employment (or output) gap. But corroborating the insight

of Goodfriend and King (1997), King and Wolman (1998), and Aoki (2001), it is core

price inflation that matters for welfare, since the price of energy is assumed to be com-

pletely flexible.3 Welfare also turns out to depend on the price markup, which affects the

intratemporal allocation of energy across households and firms.

Given that the supply block of our model also parallels Erceg, Henderson, and Levin

(2000) quite closely, some key prescriptions about optimal policy derived in that setting

for technology shocks carry over to energy supply shocks. In particular, in the case of a

contractionary supply shock that pushes up the energy price, it is optimal for the required
3Goodfriend and King (1997) and King and Wolman (1998) argued that monetary policy should be concerned with

stabilizing the components of the price index that are sticky, rather than the overall index. Aoki (2001) formalized

this insight by constructing a model with both a flexible-price sector, and a sticky-price sector. Because the welfare

losses depend exclusively on the variance of the sticky price components, the optimal policy consists of stabilizing those

components. Our model is similar to Aoki’s insofar as it can also be regarded as including a flexible price sector and

sticky price sector; however, it differs mainly by introducing energy as an input into the demand functions of firms and

households, and because wages are assumed to be sticky.
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fall in the real wage to occur through a combination of a temporary rise in core inflation,

and fall in wage inflation (with headline inflation increasing by more than core). Policies

that keep output close to potential turn out to be nearly optimal even though the output

gap receives a small weight in the welfare function, reflecting such policies perform well in

achieving the wage and price adjustment that occurs under the optimal policy.

Perhaps surprisingly, “dual mandate” objective functions that simply penalize volatility

in core inflation and the employment gap also perform remarkably well compared to the

welfare-maximizing policy for a wide range of relative weights on these objectives, unless

the policymaker only cares about stabilizing inflation. Following the seminal approach of

Taylor (1979), this reflects that the variance tradeoff frontier (or “Taylor Curve”) implies

that the cost of reducing inflation volatility in terms of employment gap volatility is very

high. As a result, even a policymaker with a strong aversion to inflation variation does

not find it worthwhile to bear the high cost of reducing inflation volatility, and chooses a

policy that keeps employment close to potential.

Finally, the performance of simple policy rules that respond to a forecast of either

headline or core inflation is examined. This analysis is useful because many central banks

describe their policy as aimed at adjusting policy rates so that a forecast of inflation

reverts to target over a “medium-term” horizon of roughly two or three years, with most

focusing on a forecast of headline inflation. Our model implies that forecasts of headline

and core inflation can diverge markedly following a temporary shock to energy supply: as

documented in Section 2, Federal Reserve Greenbook forecasts suggest numerous episodes

in which such divergence occurred following large but temporary shocks to energy prices.

Under such conditions, the particular inflation forecast measure (headline or core) to which
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the central bank chooses to react can have sizeable macroeconomic implications for the

implied response to an energy price shock.

Model simulations illustrate how a temporary rise in the energy price induces a much

more accommodative policy response under the rule that responds to a headline inflation

forecast, as expected headline inflation falls well below core due to predicted mean-reversion

in the energy price. As a result, a policy of responding to a forecast of headline inflation

fuels a much larger rise in core inflation and the output gap than a policy of stabilizing

a forecast of core (which more closely resembles the optimal policy). In the presence

of uncertainty about the persistence of the shock, focusing on headline inflation may even

contribute to greater volatility in realized headline inflation than the alternative of focusing

on core.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides some empirical motivation. Sec-

tion 3 describes the workhorse model, Section 4 the model’s log-linearized behavioral equa-

tions, and Section 5 the calibration. Section 6 describes the derivation of the welfare func-

tion, while Section 7 analyzes optimal policy and various simple rules. Section 8 concludes.

2 Headline and Core Inflation Data and Forecasts

Figure 1 reports the evolution of headline CPI inflation and core CPI inflation between

1990 and the second quarter of 2007 (both series are reported as four quarter changes).

The core inflation measure excludes food and energy prices.4 Headline inflation is clearly
4There is an extensive literature analyzing the properties of some alternative measures of core inflation derived from

various statistical procedures; a nice overview is provided in Aucremanne and Wouters (1999). Some notable early

contributions include Bryan and Pike (1991), Bryan and Cecchetti (1994), and Quah and Vehey (1995).
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more volatile than the core CPI inflation rate. Despite the higher weight on food compared

with energy in the headline CPI basket (the weights are 15% and 9%, respectively), the

energy component accounts for most of the higher volatility of headline inflation. It is also

evident from the figure that headline and core inflation exhibit fairly persistent divergence

during certain periods, both in the early 1990s, and in the wake of the large escalation in

energy prices of the past few years.

There have also been numerous episodes in which forecasts of headline and core inflation

have shown large and persistent gaps, especially following energy price changes that were

expected to be transitory. Figure 2 provides some examples of episodes in which Federal

Reserve Greenbook forecasts for headline and core inflation exhibited a persistent gap. In

each panel, the thick lines show data or Greenbook projections for periods prior to final

editing of the Greenbook, while the thin lines denote the forecast.5 For each episode,

energy price movements dominated the gap between the forecast of core and headline

CPI inflation. For example, the Greenbook narrative dated 05/09/2000 is insightful in

providing a rationale for the staff’s forecast. Several developments that had pushed up

energy prices sharply during the previous year – including higher oil prices, regulatory

changes in California, capacity problems in electricity production, and the transition to

MTBE as an additive in gasoline – were expected to continue to push up headline inflation

(measured as a four quarter change) over the remainder of that year. However, as these

pressures were expected to be partly reversed, energy prices were projected to drop sharply

in the subsequent two years, with the headline inflation rate expected to average roughly
5The data underlying each panel was obtained from the Greenbooks dated 02/04/1987, 09/27/1989, 03/17/1993, and

05/09/2000. Greenbooks for 2001 are the latest publicly available.
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3/4 percentage point less than core.

3 Model Description

The model is similar in form to that of Erceg, Henderson, and Levin (2000). The main

difference is the inclusion of an energy sector. Because the household consumption basket

includes both energy and a composite good produced by monopolistically-competitive re-

tailers, there is a distinction between headline and core inflation. The model also includes

competitive “wholesale” producers that use energy in combination with other inputs, and

sell their output to retailers. Against the backdrop of this vertical production structure,

variation in the markup of retail over wholesale prices generates an inefficient allocation of

energy between households and firms.

3.1 Households and Wage Setting

There is a continuum of monopolistically competitive households indexed by h ∈ [0, 1],

each of which supplies a differentiated labor service to a representative labor aggregator.

The aggregator’s demand for each household’s labor is equal to the sum of firms’ demands.

The aggregate labor index Lt has the Dixit-Stiglitz form:

Lt =
[∫ 1

0
(Nt (h))

1
1+θw dh

]1+θw

, (1)

where θw > 0 and Nt(h) is hours worked by each member of household h. The aggregator

minimizes the cost of producing a given amount of the aggregate labor index, taking

each household’s wage rate Wt (h) as given, and then sells units of the labor index to the
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production sector at their unit cost Wt:

Wt =
[∫ 1

0
Wt (h)

−1
θw dh

]−θw

. (2)

Wt is interpreted as the aggregate wage index. The aggregator’s demand for the labor

services of household h is given by:

Nt (h) =
[
Wt (h)

Wt

]− 1+θw
θw

Lt. (3)

The utility functional of household h is:

Et

∞∑

j=0

βjWt+j (h) , (4)

where the period utility function Wt (h) has the time separable form:

Wt (h) = U(Ct(h))− V(Nt(h)) =
1

1− σ
Ct+j (h)1−σ − χ0

1 + χ
Nt+j (h)1+χ . (5)

Here Ct (h) and Nt (h) denote each household’s total consumption and hours of labor in

period t, respectively. The intertemporal elasticity of consumption, 1
σ , satisfies 1

σ > 0, and

0 < β < 1, χ > 0, and χ0 > 0.

A household’s total consumption in each period depends in turn on its purchases both

of a composite nonenergy consumption good Cnt, and of energy Oct, according to a Cobb-

Douglas production function:

Ct = C1−ωoc
nt Oωoc

ct . (6)

The parameter ωoc in equation (6) equals the share of energy in total consumption.

Household h faces a flow budget constraint in period t which requires that combined

expenditure on goods and on the net accumulation of financial assets must equal disposable
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income:

PntCnt (h) + PotOct (h) +
∫

s
ξt,t+1Bt+1(h)−Bt(h) =

(1 + τw)Wt (h) Nt (h) + RktKt(h) + PotYot + Γt (h)− Tt (h) . (7)

Household h’s expenditures consist of purchases of the nonenergy consumption good at a

unit price of Pnt, of energy at a unit price of Pot, and of net purchases of state-contingent

claims. Each household earns labor income of (1 + τw)Wt (h) Nt (h), where τw is an em-

ployment subsidy designed to allow the flexible wage economy to be efficient. Households

also earn capital income RktKt(h) (though the aggregate capital stock is fixed at K̄). Each

household also derives income from receiving an aliquot share Yot of the economy’s random

flow endowment of energy. Households sell their energy endowment at a price of Pot either

to other households, or to those firms in the economy (called “wholesalers” below) that

use energy as a productive input. Finally, each household receives an aliquot share Γt (h)

of the profits of all firms and pays a lump sum tax of Tt (h) to the government. Household

h maximizes the utility functional (4), subject to (3), (6), and (7), with respect to its

consumption of energy, the nonenergy good, and its holdings of contingent claims, taking

the prices of consumption goods (energy and nonenergy) and of bonds as given.

Household wages are determined by Calvo-style staggered contracts subject to static

wage indexation. In particular, with probability 1 − ξw, each household is allowed to re-

optimize its wage contract. If a household is not allowed to optimize its wage rate, it resets

its wage according to Wt(h) = πWt−1(h), where π is the steady state inflation rate. For a

household that can choose its wage optimally, the first order condition for Wt(h) is:

Et

∞∑

j=0

βjξj
w

{
(1 + τw)
(1 + θw)

Λt+j

Pct+j
πt+jWt(h)− χ0t+jNt+j(h)χ

}
Nt+j(h) = 0, (8)
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where Λt is the marginal value of a unit of consumption. Roughly speaking, equation (8)

says that the household chooses its contract wage to equate the present discounted value

of working an additional unit of time to the discounted marginal cost. In the calibration,

the employment subsidy τw exactly offsets the monopolistic distortion θw, so that the

household’s marginal rate of substitution would equal the consumption real wage in the

absence of nominal wage rigidities.

3.2 Firms and Price-Setting

The nonenergy consumption good CNt is a composite of a continuum of different “retail”

goods. The composite good is produced by a representative firm (or “bundler”) according

to the technology:

Cnt = Ynt =
[∫ 1

0
(Ynt (f))

1
1+θp df

]1+θp

, (9)

where θp > 0 and Ynt(f) is the input of retail good f . The representative firm purchases

the underlying retail goods at prices Pnt(f), and sells the composite good to households at

a price of Pnt (which it takes as given). The representative firm’s demand for retail good

f is:

Ynt (f) =
[
Pnt (f)

Pnt

]− 1+θp
θp

Ynt. (10)

Retail goods are produced by monopolistically competitive firms. Each retailer f pur-

chases a homogenous “wholesale” good Ywt, and transforms it into a particular type of

retail good according to a simple linear production function:

Ynt (f) = Ywt (f) , (11)
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where Ywt (f) denotes purchases of the wholesale good by producer f . Retailers set the

price of their respective output goods in Calvo-style staggered contracts. Thus, each retailer

f faces a constant probability, 1− ξp, of receiving a signal to re-optimize its contract price,

Pnt(f). Those firms not receiving a signal to re-optimize simply adjust their price by the

steady state inflation rate. A firm f that receives a signal to adjust sets its contract price

to maximize the profit functional:

Et

∞∑

j=0

ξj
pψt,t+j

[
(1 + τp)πt+jPnt (f) Ynt+j (f)− Pwt+jYnt+j (f)

]
, (12)

taking its demand schedule (10) and the price of wholesale goods Pwt as given. The term

ψt,t+j represents the stochastic discount factor, and the constant τp is a production subsidy

that is set to exactly offset the distortion due to monopolistic competition; together with

the wage subsidy, it ensures that the allocation under flexible prices and wages is Pareto-

optimal.

The wholesale good Ywt is produced by a representative firm according to the technology:

Ywt =
(
Kα

t (ZtLt)1−α
)1−ωop

O
ωop

pt , (13)

where Opt is energy used in production, Zt is an exogenous technology shock, and ωop is

the energy share of gross output. The representative firm purchases energy and hires labor

and capital in competitive factor markets (at prices Pot, Wt, and Rkt respectively), and

sells its output to retail firms at the wholesale price of Pwt.

In addition to the constraint in equation (9) that all output of the nonenergy good is

consumed by households, clearing of the wholesale market requires that the cumulative

demand of retailers equals the available supply:

∫ 1

0
Ywt(f)df = Ywt. (14)
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Moreover, energy market clearing implies that the energy demand of households and whole-

sale firms equal the exogenous flow endowment:

∫ 1

0
Oct(h)dh + Opt = Oct + Opt = Yot. (15)

The exogenous flow endowment, Yot, is itself the sum of a (nearly) permanent and

temporary component, so that Yot = Y P
ot +Y T

ot . The permanent and temporary components,

represented as log-deviations from their steady-state values, evolve according to:6

yP
ot = ρP yP

ot−1 + εP
t , (16)

yT
ot = ρT yT

ot−1 + εT
t . (17)

Finally, the technology shock is assumed to follow an AR(1) with persistence parameter

ρz.

3.3 Monetary and Fiscal Policy

The central bank follows an interest rate reaction function of the form:

it = γ1πnt + γ2πct + γ1fπnt+1|t + γ2fπct+1|t + γy(ynt − y∗nt). (18)

In this equation, all variables are measured as percentage point deviations from their steady

state values. The variable it denotes the short-term nominal interest rate. The variable πnt

is the logarithmic percentage change in the retail price index Pnt, which is interpreted as

the core inflation rate in this model. The variable πct is the logarithmic percentage change

in the household’s price deflator for consumption Pct implied by (6), which is interpreted
6Lower case letters are used to denote the logarithmic percentage deviation of a variable from its steady value (or the

arithmetic percentage point deviation for variables that are expressed in percentage points).
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as the headline inflation rate. The instrument rule is sufficiently general to also consider

policies that react to one quarter ahead forecasts of core inflation (πnt+1|t) or headline

inflation (πct+1|t), as well as to the true output gap in the non-energy sector (ynt − y∗nt).

Finally, the subsidies to firms and households are assumed to be financed by lump-sum

taxes. Given the Ricardian structure of the model, it is convenient to assume that the

government budget is balanced each period.

4 Log-Linearized Equations

Table 1 presents the behavioral equations of the model in log-linearized form.7 Equations

T1-T6 represent the supply block of the model. Equation T1 is the familiar price-setting

equation under Calvo contracts, linking core inflation (πnt) to expected core inflation

(πnt+1) and real marginal cost (mct). The first line of T2 expresses real marginal cost

as a weighted average of the cost of the non-energy inputs (capital and labor), and of the

relative price of energy. Each of the cost components is represented in “gap” form as a

deviation from the level that would prevail in the flexible price equilibrium. Thus, marginal

cost rises above its steady state level if the employment gap (lt − l∗t ) is positive (reflecting

diminishing returns), if the product real wage gap (ηt − η∗t ) is positive, or if the relative

price of oil gap (ψot − ψ∗ot) is positive.8

Equation T3 is the usual wage-setting equation under Calvo contracts, linking wage
7For expositional simplicity, Table 1 sets the intertemporal elasticity of substitution in consumption equal to unity,

i.e., σ = 1, which is consistent with the calibration described below. The more general case is reported in the technical

appendix.
8The product real wage and the relative price of oil are deflated by the retail price index. Thus, ηt is defined as

log( Wt
Pnt

)− log( W
Pn

), and ψot as log( Pot
Pnt

)− log( Po
Pn

).
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inflation (ωt) to expected wage inflation and to the gap between the average household’s

marginal rate of substitution and the real wage (MRSt − ηt). Because the real wage is

expressed as a product real wage ( i.e., it is deflated by Pnt rather than the overall consumer

price index Pct), the MRS gap given in the first line of T4 depends on the relative price

of the overall consumption basket to core goods (i.e., Pct
Pnt

, or ωocψt in log-linearized form).

Accordingly, the MRS gap depends on the relative price of oil gap, as well as on the usual

arguments reflecting the disutility of working, χ(lt− l∗t ), and wealth effect on consumption,

sL(lt − l∗t ). Equation T5 is simply an identity for the evolution of the product real wage,

while T6 expresses the relative price of oil gap in terms of the employment gap and real

wage gap. A rise in either employment or the real wage increases oil demand (the latter

through a substitution effects towards energy), which puts upward pressure on the relative

price of oil. Equations T9-T11 give expressions for the flexible price employment level (l∗t ),

real wage (η∗t ), and oil price (ψ∗t ) that can be regarded as “reduced form” shocks in the

model’s supply block.9

Equations T7 and T8 can be regarded as characterizing the demand block (in conjunc-

tion with the monetary rule, which is omitted from the table). Equation T7 is derived

from the consumption Euler equation, and links the employment gap directly to the future

employment gap, and inversely to the real interest rate gap. The latter is the difference

between the consumption-based real interest rate (rct) and the real interest rate that would

prevail under flexible prices and wages (r∗ct, whose evolution is described in T12 and T13).
9In the special case of logarithmic utility and Cobb-Douglas production, the response of l∗t is zero. More generally,

the employment response under flexible prices depends on the relative magnitude of the intertemporal elasticity of

substitution in consumption, and the elasticity of substitution between oil and other inputs.
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Equation T8 links overall or “headline” consumer price inflation (πct) to core inflation

(πnt). Clearly, a change in the relative price of energy ψot−ψot−1 induces a wedge between

headline and core inflation.

As shown in Table 1, it is possible to solve out for the relative energy price in order

to represent the marginal cost and MRS gap expressions in T2 and T4 solely in terms of

the real wage and employment gaps. For example, the “reduced form” sensitivity of mar-

ginal cost to the employment gap is given by the parameter λMPL, which captures how

employment fluctuations affect marginal cost both directly through diminishing returns,

and indirectly through the relative price of energy. Under this “gap” representation, the

supply block of the model – consisting of the price-setting, wage-setting, and real wage

evolution equation – is formally similar to the equation structure of the Erceg, Hender-

son, and Levin (2000) model (henceforth, EHL 2000), notwithstanding differences in the

magnitude of the reduced form parameters linking marginal cost (or the MRS gap) to

the real wage and employment gaps. This similarity will be discussed in more detail in

Section 6 when considering the model’s properties under a welfare-maximizing policy. But

in addition to affecting these transmission channels, the inclusion of energy also introduces

a key distinction between headline and core inflation. This allows for the evaluation of

monetary rules that may differ in their response to these alternative inflation measures,

in contrast to one sector model’s such as EHL (2000) that were confined to focusing on a

single measure of price inflation.
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5 Calibration

The model is calibrated at a quarterly frequency. The discount factor β is 0.993, consistent

with an annualized real interest rate of 3 percent. The subutility function over consumption

is chosen to be logarithmic (σ = 1) and the Frisch elasticity of labor supply is set to unity

(χ = 1).

The capital share parameter is set at 0.3. Consistent with NIPA data, the energy

component of consumption (gasoline and fuel, plus gas and electricity) equals 6%, so that

ωoc = 0.06. Based on value-added data at the industry level (mining and utilities), as well

as data for imports of oil, gas, coal and electricity, the share of energy in production is

fixed at 2%, which implies ωop = 0.02.

Price and wage contracts are assumed to have a duration of four quarters, so that

ξp = 0.75, and ξw = 0.75. The wage markup parameter θw and price markup parameter

θp are each set to 1/5 (θp has no effect on the behavior of the log-linearized behavioral

equations, and matters only for determining the coefficients of the optimal policy rule).

Finally, the persistence of the (nearly) permanent shock to oil supply (ρp) is arbitrarily

close to unity (0.999), while the persistence of the temporary shock both to oil supply and

technology are set to 0.8 (ρp = ρz = 0.8).
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6 The Welfare Loss Function

To provide a normative assessment of alternative monetary policy choices, social welfare

is measured as the conditional expectation of average household lifetime utility:

E0

∫ 1

0

[ ∞∑

t=0

βtWt (h)

]
dh = E0

∞∑

t=0

βt

[∫ 1

0
Wt (h) dh

]
= E0

∞∑

t=0

βtWt. (19)

Upon taking a second-order approximation to the welfare function, the period loss

function – the deviation of period social welfare Wt from the level that would prevail

under flexible prices and wages W∗
t – is given by:10

Wt −W∗
t

UCC
= −1

2
ωoc

(
Op

Yo

)
mct

2 − 1
2
(1 + χ)sL (lt − l∗t )

2 (20)

− 1
2
(1− ωoc)

(
1 + θp

θp

)
varfpnt(f)

− 1
2
sL

(
1 + θw

θw

)(
1 +

1 + θw

θw
χ

)
varhwt(h),

with sL = (1 − α)(1 − ωoc)(1 − ωop). The scaling factor UCC expresses the period loss

as a share of steady state consumption. This period loss function is similar to that de-

rived by EHL (2000) insofar as it depends on cross-sectional dispersion in prices across

monopolistically-competitive retailers varfpnt(f), cross-sectional dispersion in wages across

households varhwt(h), and the square of the employment gap (lt− l∗t )2. As in that model,

the assumption that all firms have identical marginal costs – so that there is no factor at-

tachment in the production of goods – creates a noticeable disparity between the coefficient

multiplying the price and wage dispersion terms.
10The technical appendix accompanying this paper provides a detailed derivation of the welfare loss function, as well

as of the log-linearized equations given in Table 1. The welfare function assumes that the subutility function over

consumption is logarithmic.
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The salient difference relative to EHL (2000) is the presence of the additional term

involving the square of the price markup, or equivalently, the square of real marginal

cost mct. This term reflects costs arising from the inefficient allocation of energy across

sectors compared to the flexible price equilibrium, and provides some additional rationale

for monetary policy to stabilize real marginal cost. Monopolistic competition in the non-

energy sector distorts the relative prices faced by households and firms compared to the

Pareto-optimal flexible price equilibrium. This is easily seen upon comparing the demand

functions of households and firms for energy. The linearized household demand is given by

oct = − log Pot
Pnt

+ywt, and hence varies inversely with the price of energy relative to the price

index of retail goods; while the linearized energy demand of wholesale producers is given

by opt = − log Pot
Pwt

+ywt, and hence depends on the price of energy relative to the wholesale

price index. Accordingly, the energy demand of households relative to wholesalers can be

expressed:

oct − opt = log
Pnt

Pwt
. (21)

Given the assumption of subsidies to retailers, the gross markup Pnt
Pwt

simply assumes the

constant value of unity under flexible prices and wages. Thus, oct − opt equals zero in the

Pareto optimal flexible price equilibrium, and each sector consumes a fixed proportion of

the aggregate energy endowment Yot. By contrast, the markup of the index of retail over

wholesale goods varies in the equilibrium with sticky prices, which causes the term oct−opt

to fluctuate inefficiently. For example, a shock which lowers the markup causes household

demand to fall relative to producer demand, reflecting that the relative price of energy faced

by households ( Pot
Pnt

) rises compared with the relative price faced by wholesalers ( Pot
Pwt

).
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Because this inefficiency term is scaled by the steady state energy share of production –

a small number under any reasonable calibration – its quantitative contribution to welfare

turns out to be quite small, so that the welfare loss function does not differ substantially

from that of the EHL (2000) model. Even so, it is useful to analyze how this term arises,

and to observe that its weight in the welfare loss function would be greater if the variable

input that was allocated across sectors comprised a greater share of the input mix of each

sector.

With a Calvo-Yun contract structure, the price dispersion term varfpnt(f) evolves

according to varfpnt(f) = (1− ξp)varfpnt−1(f) + ξpπ
2
nt, and similarly for wage dispersion.

Using this result and the period loss (20), the discounted conditional welfare loss functional

may be expressed as:

E0

∞∑

t=0

βt

[
Wt −W∗

t

UcC

]
= −1

2
(1 + χ)sL

∞∑

t=0

βtE0 (lt − l∗t )
2 (22)

−1
2
ωoc

(
Op

Yo

) ∞∑

t=0

βtE0mc2
t

−1
2

(
1 + θp

θp

)(
1− ωoc

κp

) ∞∑

t=0

βtE0π
2
nt

−1
2
sL

(
1 + θw

θw

)(
1

κw

) ∞∑

t=0

βtE0ω
2
t ,

with κp = (1−βξp)(1−ξp)
ξp

and κw = (1−βξw)(1−ξw)

ξw

�
1+χ 1+θw

θw

� .

Below, this welfare loss functional is employed both to evaluate the performance of

various simple instrument and targeting rules, as well as to derive the optimal full commit-

ment targeting rule following the approach of Woodford (2003) and Svensson and Woodford

(2005).
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7 The Optimal Policy Rule and Some Alternatives

To derive the full commitment rule, one can use the time invariant first-order conditions

obtained from maximizing the conditional loss function (22) subject to the log-linearized

behavioral equations. This full commitment rule will be referred to as the optimal rule.

Given this loss function, the characteristics of the optimal rule turn out to depend only

on the model’s supply block. As noted above, real marginal cost and the MRS gap – the

forcing variables in the price- and wage-setting equations – depend only on employment and

the real wage (as well as on the reduced form shock η∗t , recalling that l∗t = 0). Moreover,

after substituting for marginal cost, it is evident that the quadratic loss function (22)

also depends only on the same four endogenous variables (πnt, ωt, ηt, lt) that enter into the

supply block of the model. Thus, by analogy with the simple New Keynesian model, the

optimal rule can be derived simply by minimizing the discounted quadratic loss function

(22) subject to the price-setting equation (T1 from Table 1, substituting for marginal cost

using T2), the wage setting equation (T3, substituting T4), and the real wage evolution

equation T5. Accordingly, the responses of core inflation, wage inflation, the employment

gap, and real wage gap under the optimal policy depend exclusively on the welfare loss

function, and the supply block equations.

Turning next to the optimal responses, Figure 3 examines the effects of a temporary

contraction in energy supply (yot) that is scaled so that the energy price would rise initially

by 20 percent in the flexible price and wage equilibrium.11 The panels compare impulse
11The reduced-form solution of the model is obtained by using the numerical algorithm of Anderson and Moore (1985),

which provides an efficient implementation of the method proposed by Blanchard and Kahn (1980) (see also Anderson

(1997)).
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responses of key variables derived under the optimal policy rule with corresponding re-

sponses from the flexible price and wage equilibrium. The response of employment under

the optimal rule is very small (declining 0.03 percent in response to the 20 percent energy

hike), and hence comes close to replicating the flexible price response in which employment

is unaffected. Because the (nonenergy) output gap is essentially proportional to the em-

ployment gap, it also moves very little, notwithstanding a drop in the level of production

due to the lower supply of energy. Real interest rates rise, reflecting an expected recovery

in consumption as the effects of the energy shock wear off.

Although the fall in energy supply has an immediate depressing effect on the product

real wage in the flexible price equilibrium (equation T10), real wages fall gradually un-

der the optimal policy due to price and wage rigidities. To understand the mechanism

underlying the rise in core inflation, note that marginal cost in T2 depends positively on

both the real wage gap and employment gap. Despite a slightly negative employment gap,

the positive gap between the actual real wage ηt and the flexible price real wage η∗t puts

substantial upward pressure on marginal cost, inducing core prices to rise. Similarly, the

expression for the MRS gap in T4 shows that wage inflation falls because the real wage gap

is positive (n.b., the coefficient on the real wage gap is close to −1), and the employment

gap is negative, both of which induce households to lower their wage (though the quanti-

tative influence of the latter is very small). As capital is freely mobile across firms, prices

bear somewhat more of the burden of bringing about the real wage decline, reflecting both

that prices are effectively less sticky than wages (κw < κp), and that the welfare weight

on price inflation stabilization is correspondingly lower. But the more general implication

is that both a rise in core prices, and decline in the nominal wage, are key features of the
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optimal policy response. Insofar as pure employment gap targeting distributes the price

and wage adjustment in nearly the same way as the optimal policy – namely, in a manner

proportional to their relative degree of stickiness – it comes very close to replicating the

optimal responses.12

The figure also shows how nominal rigidities affect the allocation of energy across sectors

compared with the flexible price equilibrium (in which there is no change in the relative

proportions of the total endowment consumed by households and firms). As discussed

above, the rise in marginal cost – and fall in the markup – means that households experience

a larger rise in the relative price of energy than firms. This accounts for some shift in the

relative amount of energy demanded towards firms.

The simplified representation of the supply block also facilitates assessment of any

targeting rule derived from an objective function that depends on the same variables as

the utility-based loss function (22), though with different weights. A natural candidate of

interest is a loss function that penalizes variation in core inflation and the employment (or

output) gap:

E0

∞∑

t=0

βt(π2
nt + λL(lt − l∗t )

2), (23)

where λL is the relative weight on the employment gap. This loss function has been widely

employed in the literature – dating at least to Kydland and Prescott (1977) – as a stylized

characterization of the objective function of many central banks, which appear to care
12With employment equal to potential, it is apparent from equations T1-T4 that the real wage gap is the only forcing

variable in the price and wage-setting equations. Because the real wage gap affects marginal cost and the MRS gap in

an identical manner in absolute terms, the relative magnitude of price and wage adjustment depends only on the size of

κp to κw.
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about minimizing volatility in both price inflation and in real activity. Given this “dual

mandate” loss function, the responses of core inflation, wage inflation, and the employment

gap clearly depend only on the supply block.

Within this class of dual-mandate objective functions, policies that place a large relative

weight on stabilizing core price inflation (a low λL) depart markedly from the optimal policy

that maximizes social welfare. As shown in Figure 4, such an “aggressive core” policy (for

which λL equals 16/500, when inflation is annualized) succeeds in reducing inflation by

generating a substantial negative employment gap, and by putting downward pressure

on the real wage. As seen by comparing the first two rows of Table 2, the welfare loss

under aggressive core targeting is several times larger than under the optimal policy: the

components of the loss presented in columns 2-4 show that the larger loss is attributable

to much higher employment gap and wage inflation volatility. Similarly, an aggressive

response to headline inflation would precipitate an even larger downturn. The caution

against an overly aggressive response to core inflation clearly echoes previous analysis, as

in EHL (2000).

But interestingly, Figure 4 suggests that a simple targeting rule that places equal weights

on inflation and employment gap stabilization (λL = 1/16) performs very well relative to

the optimal policy. This is corroborated by Table 2, which reports relatively small losses

under this policy compared with the optimum.

This result may seem surprising, given that the objective (23) places no direct weight on

wage stabilization (in sharp contrast to the social welfare-based loss function (22)), while

according a sizeable weight to stabilizing price inflation. However, it reflects two factors.

First, as noted above, output gap stabilization is a close approximation to the optimal
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policy. Second, the variance tradeoff frontier derived from the simple loss function (23) is

quite flat when represented in the volatility of inflation and employment gap space, as can

be seen in Figure 5. Following the seminal approach of Taylor (1979), this tradeoff frontier

– or “Taylor Curve” – is obtained by minimizing the policymaker’s loss function (23) over

all possible values of λL subject to the log-linearized behavioral equations. As suggested

by the alternative dual mandate policies examined in Figure 4 – where the aggressive rule

only reduced inflation modestly at the cost of a much more substantial output contraction

– it is very costly to reduce inflation volatility in the model. The flatness of the Taylor

Curve means that a policymaker with preferences of the form (23) would only be willing

to depart markedly from employment gap targeting if he placed a very large weight on

inflation stabilization (λL close to zero). As a corollary, a wide range of values of the

preference parameter λL imply policy rules close to output gap targeting. Thus, the dual

mandate rule with balanced weights depicted by point C in Figure 5 has implications

very close to the rule implying strict employment gap targeting (the latter achieves zero

volatility in employment, which in the figure lies at the intersection of the Taylor Curve

and vertical axis).

Evaluating the results from a broader perspective, wage rigidities play a central role in

determining the tradeoffs facing monetary policymakers, and hence in the transmission of

shocks. While the inefficiency associated with the allocation of energy across sectors is a

new consideration relative to the models of both Aoki (2001) and EHL (2000), it would

not introduce a stabilization tradeoff in the absence of wage stickiness. This is because

the policymaker could simply eliminate this allocative inefficiency by stabilizing marginal

cost (equivalently, the price markup), which would be achieved by keeping employment at
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potential, and core inflation at its target level. Thus, the prescription of Aoki’s flexible

wage model to completely stabilize core prices (and allow the nominal energy price to bring

about any changes in the relative price of energy) would indeed emerge in a variant of the

model with flexible wages.

But given the inclusion of wage rigidities, the transmission of energy shocks under mon-

etary rules oriented towards stabilizing core inflation (and presumably other goal variables)

closely resembles that of a technology shock in the one sector model of EHL (2000); and

from a normative perspective, what constitutes good policy is also very similar (for ex-

ample, employment gap targeting). This reflects that the quantitative implications of the

changes introduced into the loss function and into the “reduced form” parameters of the

supply block equations appear quite small using reasonable weights for the importance of

energy. Thus, the addition of an energy sector has small effects on the transmission of

shocks under policies rules that are oriented towards stabilizing core inflation (and other

typical goal variables). However, it remains possible that even with a fairly modest share

of energy in the consumption bundle (such as the chosen six percent), energy shocks could

cause headline and core inflation to diverge enough that policies oriented towards stabi-

lizing the former could exert markedly different effects on the economy. It is to this issue

that we next turn.

7.1 Taylor rules that respond to alternative inflation forecasts

Many inflation-targeting central banks have an explicit goal of adjusting policy so that

their forecast of inflation reverts to some target level within a specified period of roughly

two to three years. Typically, this objective is expressed in terms of a measure of headline
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inflation, on the grounds that its high degree of public visibility facilitates central bank

communication. While it is acknowledged that reacting to realized core and headline

inflation would imply very different policy actions in the face of energy price shocks, it

is often presumed that responding to a forecast of either headline or core inflation would

have similar operational implications for the conduct of policy.13

The conjecture that targeting a forecast of headline or core inflation has similar impli-

cations in response to a permanent shock certainly appears correct. As seen by taking the

lead of equation T8:

πct+1|t = πnt+1|t + ωoc

(
ψot+1|t − ψot

)
, (24)

it is evident that rational forecast of headline and core inflation should be equal in the

case of a permanent shock to the relative price of energy. However, Section 2 presented

evidence that energy price shocks are often temporary, and that reasonable forecasts of

headline and core inflation have exhibited pronounced divergence on this account. In the

case of a temporary energy price shock, the wedge between the forecast of headline and

core inflation due to predicted mean reversion in the energy price – clearly evident from

equation (24) – has important implications for monetary policy. In particular, policies that

respond to forecasts of core and headline inflation imply significantly different reactions,

with consequent effects on output and inflation.

This is illustrated in Figure 6, which shows the effects of the temporary energy sup-
13Bernanke, Laubach, Mishkin, and Posen (1999) argued that a focus on a forecast of inflation, rather than realized

inflation, is also justified by an attempt to reconcile inflation targeting with dual-mandate considerations. Faust and

Henderson (2004) stressed that best-practice monetary policy should take account not only of the implications for inflation

but also for output gap variability.
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ply shock (considered in Figures 3 and 4) under the optimal policy, and also under two

Taylor-style policy rules that respond to alternative inflation forecasts. The latter rules

are described by the general interest rate reaction function (18), with the “core CPI fore-

cast” rule setting the coefficient on one period ahead core inflation to 1.5 (i.e., γ1f = 1.5),

and the “headline CPI forecast” rule setting the coefficient on one period ahead headline

inflation to 1.5 (i.e., γ2f = 1.5). The coefficient on the output gap is set to 0.5 in each of

the instrument rules (γy = 0.5) when expressed at an annualized rate.

Figure 6 indicates that the one quarter ahead forecast of headline inflation nearly re-

verts to baseline after 3 years under either rule. Thus, either policy appears to succeed

in keeping a forecast of headline inflation near baseline over the “medium-term” horizon

that is the focus of most inflation-targeting central banks. However, the macroeconomic

effects are considerably different over shorter horizons. The policy of responding to a fore-

cast of core inflation appears reasonably similar to the optimal policy insofar as policy

tightens in response to higher near-term forecasts of core inflation. There are still some

differences relative to the optimal rule: the calibrated policy rule is not aggressive enough

to keep the output gap from rising, wage inflation rises, and core inflation increases more

substantially; but overall, the macroeconomic implications do not appear very different.

By contrast, the policy that responds to a forecast of headline inflation is much more

accommodative, reflecting the expected persistent decline in energy price inflation below

baseline. Low real interest rates fuel a large and persistent employment gap, core infla-

tion remains significantly above baseline even after a year, and wage inflation exhibits a

persistent increase.

Thus, the rule responding to a forecast of headline inflation performs poorly on the
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dimensions which the model indicates are important for welfare; notably, rather than

bringing about real wage adjustment with minimal movements in wage inflation and core

price inflation, it induces large movements in both variables in the same direction (Table

2 indicates welfare losses are large). Nevertheless, this rule might still appear somewhat

attractive from the perspective of a central bank with a strong desire to control variability

in headline inflation. In particular, it is clear from the panel showing the headline inflation

forecast in Figure 6 that realized headline inflation is in fact more stable after the impact

period than under the alternative policies.

But even the enhanced ability of the headline forecast rule to reduce the variability

of realized headline inflation hinges on the assumption that agents correctly perceive the

underlying shock. In a more realistic setting in which agents are unsure if the energy

shock is temporary or permanent, the rule responding to a forecast of headline inflation

may cause realized headline inflation to stray more persistently from target, as well as

induce large and persistent deviations in core inflation and the employment gap. This

uncertainty about the underlying shock is modeled through a signal extraction framework

in which agents observe only the total energy supply Yot, but not the individual shock

components. Given that agents are assumed to understand the law of motion for these

exogenous shocks, i.e., equations (16), and (17), they solve a Kalman filtering problem to

make optimal forecasts of the energy price.

Within this framework, Figure 7 shows the effects of a permanent contraction in energy

supply that agents initially perceive as largely transitory. The relative size of innovations to

the permanent and temporary component are calibrated so that the Kalman gain parameter

is 0.10. Accordingly, agents initially forecast that about 90 percent of the price hike will
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eventually be reversed, and only gradually revise their beliefs about the permanence of

the shock. Because energy price inflation is incorrectly projected to be negative for a

protracted period, the headline forecast rule implies a persistently accommodative policy.

Real rates remain very low, which fuels a persistent rise in both the employment gap and

core inflation. Because the expected drop in energy prices never materializes, headline

inflation tracks core inflation after the initial price spike, and thus remains very elevated

until agents finally grasp the permanent nature of the shock.

8 Conclusion

This paper has investigated the performance of alternative monetary rules in response to

an energy supply shock, using the optimal rule that maximizes household welfare as the

benchmark of comparison. A key finding is that the optimal response to an adverse energy

supply shock involves a persistent rise in core and headline inflation. Moreover, under

plausible conditions, policies responding to a forecast of headline inflation can induce very

different macroeconomic effects than policies responding to a forecast of core inflation.

The related finding that the latter type of policies exhibit better stabilization properties

seems relevant for both the operational conduct of central banks and their communication

strategies.

There are some aspects that merit further investigation in subsequent work. In particu-

lar, the model assumes that monetary policy can commit to a time invariant rule, and that

the central bank’s inflation target is both known to private agents and fully credible. While

the model implies that core inflation rises in response to higher energy prices under the
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optimal policy, many central banks perceive that their credibility depends on forestalling

second round spillovers into core inflation. Accordingly, it would be interesting to examine

the robustness of these conclusions to a setting in which monetary policy might not be

fully credible, or in which the public may be uncertain about policymakers objectives.
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Table 1: Log-Linearized Model Equations

πnt = βπnt+1|t + κpmct Price setting T1

mct = (1− ωop) [(ηt − η∗t ) + α(lt − l∗t )] + ωop (ψot − ψ∗ot) Marginal cost T2

= ϑ1(ηt − η∗t ) + λMPL(lt − l∗t )

ωt = βωt+1|t + κw(MRSt − ηt) Wage Setting T3

MRSt − ηt = ωoc(ψot − ψ∗ot) + (χ + sL) (lt − l∗t )− (ηt − η∗t )

= −ϑ1(ηt − η∗t ) + λMRS(lt − l∗t ) MRS Gap T4

ηt − ηt−1 = ωt − πnt Real wage T5

ψot − ψ∗ot =
(

ωop

ωop+ωoc

)
(ηt − η∗t ) + ϑ2(lt − l∗t ) Oil price T6

(lt − l∗t ) = (lt+1 − l∗t+1)− 1
σsL

(it − πct+1 − r∗ct) IS curve T7

πct = πnt + ωoc (ψot − ψot−1) CPI inflation T8

l∗t = 0 Flex Price Employment T9

η∗t = ωopyot + (1− α)(1− ωop)zt Flex Price Real Wage T10

ψ∗ot = −yot + η∗t = −(1− ωop)yot + (1− α)(1− ωop)zt Flex Price Oil Price T11

r∗ct = c∗t+1|t − c∗t Flex Price Real Rate T12

c∗t = sLzt + [ωoc + ωop(1− ωoc)] yot Flex Price Consumption T13

where

κp =
(1−βξp)(1−ξp)

ξp
, κw = (1−βξw)(1−ξw)

ξw(1+χ 1+θw
θw

)
,

ϑ1 =
�

ωoc+ωop−ωocωop

ωop+ωoc

�
, ϑ2 =

�
αωop+(1−α)(ωoc+ωop−ωocωop)

ωop+ωoc

�
,

sL = (1− α)(1− ωoc)(1− ωop), λMPL = α + (1− α)ωop,

λMRS = ωocϑ2 + sL + χ.
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Table 2: Welfare Loss under Alternative Policies

(as a percent of steady state consumption, multiplied by 102)

Welfare loss due to volatility in:
employment price wage

Policy rule gap∗∗ inflation inflation Total
A. Optimal Policy 0.00 0.17 0.03 0.20
B. Dual Mandate (aggressive core) 0.34 0.03 0.51 0.88
C. Dual Mandate (balanced weights) 0.01 0.15 0.05 0.22
D. Taylor (forecast of core) 0.14 0.49 0.42 1.05
E. Taylor (forecast headline) 4.11 3.83 11.16 19.11

**the employment gap term above includes losses due to volatility in both employment and the price
markup, corresponding to the first two terms of the loss function given in (22).
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Figure 1: CPI Inflation
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Figure 2: CPI Inflation Forecasts
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Figure 3: Temporary Contraction in Energy Supply
Optimal Policy vs. Flexible Prices
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Figure 4: Temporary Contraction in Energy Supply
Alternative Targeting Rules
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Figure 5: Policy Tradeoff Frontier for Temporary Energy Supply Shock
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Figure 6: Temporary Contraction in Energy Supply
Forecast-Based Taylor Rules
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Figure 7: Contraction in Energy Supply Perceived as Temporary
Imperfect Information
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